QUADTREE DECISION FOR DEPTH INTRA CODING IN 3D-HEVC BY GOOD FEATURE
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ABSTRACT

3D-HEVC is a good coding solution for multi-view video plus depth data. It achieves good coding performance of synthesized views. However, depth intra coding brings unbearable complexity, which is the most urgent issue to be solved for the practical applications. Typically, depth maps have a good feature of structure or less texture compared with natural videos. Therefore, in this paper, a fast depth intra coding algorithm is proposed to speed up the quadtree decision by the good feature corner point (CP). The proposed algorithm can adaptively extract CPs and pre-allocate the depth level of coding quadtree. The large size of coding units (CUs) can be skipped for blocks, which have a higher predicted depth level. On the contrary, the blocks, with a lower predicted depth level, do not check the smaller size of CUs. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can provide about 41% time reduction while maintaining the BD performance.

Index Terms—Multi-view video plus depth, depth map, 3D-HEVC, corner detection, coding unit decision

1. INTRODUCTION

After achieving a great success in the film industry, 3D video has gradually come to people’s daily life and became an important status in multimedia. In this context, 3D family interactive entertainment is becoming increasingly popularization and has vast commercial potential, which has attracted more and more attention from both of industry and academia. One of the most important challenges in 3D video applications is to find a good compression solution for storing and transmitting the huge data. Therefore, the Joint Collaborative Team (JCT), specifically, established a working group called JCT-3V to charge with the standardization of 3D video [1]. More specifically, this group integrated 3D videos into the current HEVC coding framework from then on, developing the 3D video coding standard, 3D-HEVC [1]. Unlike the other extension standards, for example MV-HEVC (multi-view video coding), 3D-HEVC had a greatly improvement and made a dramatic change compared with the naked HEVC in spite of still inheriting of coding structure [2]. The purpose of these major modifications takes advantage of the new geometric information from the depth map. It is an auxiliary data for rendering virtual views via depth image based rendering technique in 3D-HEVC as compared with the conventional multi-view video format specified in the early 3D-video system [3]-[6]. The special characteristic of depth maps is very different from natural videos, which has very limited texture inside an object and discontinuity sharp edges at object boundaries [7]. All the newly added methods, including depth modelling mode, segment-wise DC coding, single depth mode (SDM), view synthesized optimization [8]-[9], etc., are inspired by the unique characteristic and their purposes are all to provide good quality of synthesized views [2].

However, another issue, which becomes important for depth coding, is to reduce the high complexity due to checking the huge amount of mode candidates and the hierarchy quadtree structure by evaluating RD cost function. Since depth map has a good structure [10], which has widely applications in computer vision, such as face recognition, gesture recognition, object detection, tracking and 3D shape retrieval [11]-[14]. However, in coding aspect, previous works just designed some coding tools to better represent the special signals. To the best of our knowledge, no one has made an attempt to speedup depth intra coding using its excellent structural information. Therefore, in this paper, a quadtree depth limited strategy is proposed by taking advantage of corner point (CP), in which the depth level of quadtree is pre-allocated and depth search range is adaptively reduced according to the predicted depth levels. Consequently, some redundant depth levels can be eliminated and simulation results show the propose algorithm can effectively reduce the complexity on the premise of guaranteeing coding quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The complexity of depth intra coding in 3D-HEVC and some related works are described in Section 2. This section also
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2. CORNER POINT AND DEPTH INTRA CODING

The two major reasons for high complexity of depth intra coding is that 3D-HEVC introduces (i) a huge number of intra mode candidates, and (ii) quadtree coding structure. Some previous works have been proposed to reduce the number of mode candidates, including DMM [15]-[17], HEVC intra mode [18]-[19], and SDC [20] for a given prediction unit. However, if the quadtree coding structure can be determined in advance, all the mode candidates can be skipped. As a result, a lot of encoding time can be saved. Therefore, Mora et al. [21] exploited texture-depth redundancies and developed an inter-component coding tools, in which the quadtree structure of depth map is limited to that of texture image. But, the correlation between texture and depth quadtree is very low in I-frames. In addition, Miok et al. designed a quadtree pruning algorithm using the variance and estimated distortion of SDM [22]. Tsang et al. reduced the complexity of mode decision for smooth regions [23]. However, the time consumption of depth intra coding is still intolerable.

Intrinsically, depth map has the superior feature of structure, steadily and precisely represented by CPs. There are so many corner detection algorithms, and the classical one is Harris [24] and its variants. The basic principle of the corner detection is to find the interest points with relative large energy in two directions around its neighborhood. In Harris, an image I(x,y) can be regarded as multiple random variables and two principle directions can be measured by the classical Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method. The covariance matrix of sample p(x,y) and its neighboring random variance is given by

$$ M = \sum_{x,y} w(x, y) \begin{bmatrix} I_x^2 & I_x I_y \\ I_x I_y & I_y^2 \end{bmatrix} $$

where w(x,y) is the weight function, and I_x and I_y are the horizontal and vertical gradients, respectively. Based on the PCA theory, the two eigenvectors of M (quadric form) are the two principal directions and their eigenvalues can reflect the degree of change in their directions. Since depth intra modes can only predict smooth regions by planar or DC or regions with explicit decision by angular modes or DMM as shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c), respectively. It can be assumed that if one or more CPs are located in a given CU, only a single intra mode cannot describe this CU and it should be partitioned into four equally smaller-size CUs. Therefore, CP is a good feature to find the multi-directions and determine whether a single mode can give a receivable predicted error and whether the current CU should be decomposed or not.

3. PROPOSED QUADTREE DECISION METHOD

Fig. 2(a) shows the distribution of CPs for view 3 in kendo1, which are detected by the OpenCV function Goodfeaturestotracking() [10]. For comparison, Fig. 2(b) gives the optimal quadtree structure by original method in 3D-HEVC. Intuitively, the more CPs distributes, the more depth level of the quadtree is, which can verify our assumption that the CPs and the quadtree structure have very high correlation in depth intra coding.

3.1. Selection of Corner Points

Given an image, Goodfeaturestotracking() algorithm is employed to find all CPs by a relative small parameter 0.0001 empirically. Noted that in this OpenCV function, if the minimal eigenvalue is greater than that parameter, this sample should be considered as a CPs. Besides, all the CPs are sorted by the eigenvalues of their covariance matrix M. Then according to quantization parameter (QP), we select the number of CPs for further utilization with maximum eigenvalues by

$$ F_{num} = \begin{cases} \frac{T_{num}}{2} & , QP \leq 36 \\
\frac{5 - ((QP - 37)/3) \times 3}{2} & , \text{Otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{2} $$

where \( T_{num} \) is the total number of CPs detected by the parameter 0.0001, \( F_{num} \) is the number of CPs for further process, the operator % is the modular arithmetic and [.] is the round function. By this way, we can adaptively choose CPs that are applied to quadtree depth limited strategy according to QP.

3.2 Pre-allocation of quadtree structure

After obtaining CPs, all the LCUs are assigned the quadtree structure according to the locations of CPs as shown in Fig. 2(c). More specifically, an instance with the red rectangle in Fig. 2 is further illustrated in Fig. 3. Since this LCU has a...
CP, it should be split into four CUs, labelled as CU10, CU11, CU12, and CU13. Here, CU1i denotes the i-th CU in depth level i by the zig-zag scanning order. In the next level, the CP is only located at the CU10. Therefore, only CU10 needs to be partitioned continually, and the others should be regarded as the leaves nodes of the quadtree and their pre-allocated depth levels (CU_preDep) are equal to 1 as shown in Fig. 3(c). In the depth level 2 of quadtree, CU20, CU21, CU22 and CU23 can be obtained from the segmentation of CU10. Similar as the depth level 0 and 1, only CU23 with the CPs should be divided into CU12, CU13, CU14 and CU15 and their CU_preDep are 3. The decomposition of the others CU2j should be stopped and their CU_preDep equals to 2. Finally, we obtain the pre-allocation quadtree (or CU_preDep). On the other hand, if there is no CP in a given LCU, the CU_preDep of this LCU is equal to 0. Here, we define CU_preMax is the maximum depth level of the pre-allocation quadtree. CU_preMax is equal to 0 for N-CP LCU and 3 for CP LCU.

3.3 Proposed quadtree depth limited algorithm

In this section, we firstly exploit the relationship between CU_preDep and the optimal coding quadtree (CU_finDep) as tabulated in Table 1, which is generated from Kendo under QP=34. It can be seen that the LCUs with CU_preMax “0” have about 99.98% to be encoded by 64x64 and 32x32 size CUs in the N-CP case. In addition, when CU_preDep is “3” or “2”, mostly (94.23% or 89.14%) LCUs select depth level “1”, “2” and “3” to be the optimal depth level. Since the CU_finDep is unevenly distributed according to CU_preDep, some depth levels of quadtree can be skipped for time reduction and the proposed quadtree depth limited strategy is summarized as the following pseudo-code in Algorithm.

Given a LCU and its CU_preDep, if CU_preMax is equal to 0 (N-CP), the depth levels 2 and 3 for rich texture will be skipped. Otherwise, if CU_preMax is equal to 3 (CP), we skip the depth levels “2” and “3” for CUs with CU_preDep “1” and the depth level “0” for CUs with CU_preDep “2” or “3”. However, since the CUs with CU_preDep “3” have about 6% to be coded by depth level “0” and this percentage is 10% for CU_preDep “2”, the prediction of depth level is not always exact and a remedy is proposed to check planar, DC, and SDM for depth level “0” when the condition, c1, is satisfied. Here, c1 is that the CU_finDep is 1 and all the four 32x32 CUs select SDM, planar, or DC to be the optimal mode. Based on the statistical analysis of the predicted CU level and optimal
Compared with the final % while that . The proposed . The reason for , since variance cannot predict the depth level .

The performance of proposed , it is very difficult to .

vel for conducted on the platform of which specifications are recommended sequences VGA .

Common test depth limited strategy and (d), our method can exact quadtree from the search CU level, the proposed can .

end if

end for

Remedy: for corner point case to check depth level of 0 if (CU<sub>PrevMax</sub>=3) check optimal depth level ==1

Check SDM, planar and DC of depth level 0;

end if

Output: The optimal quadtree structure

CU level, the proposed algorithm can adaptively select the search range of depth level. Compared with the final quadtree from the original and proposed methods in Fig. 2(b) and (d), our method can exactly predict the depth level for most CUs.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

For evaluation and validation of the proposed quadtree depth limited strategy, we integrated it into the 3D-HEVC test model [25] of HTM-13.0 [26]. We followed the Common test conditions (CTC) to set the quantization parameters (QP, Texture, depth) (25, 34, (30, 39), (35, 42), (40, 45)). The all intra configuration were used and view synthesized optimization was enabled. Seven various sequences VGA (1024x768) and 1080i (1920x1088) recommended by CTC were encoded. For each sequence, 200–250 frames were encoded. The simulations were conducted on the platform of which specifications are the CPU of Intel Xeon(R) E3-1230 @3.3GHz and RAM 16.0GB. The performance is evaluated based on the difference of coding time (ΔT), the bitrate difference of the synthesized view (BDBR), which is calculated by the overall bitrate and PSNR of synthesized views.

Table 2 tabulates the coding performance of Miok’s algorithm [22] and the proposed algorithm in terms of ΔT and BDBR compared with HTM-13.0. The algorithm in [22] provides a quadtree pruning strategy using a threshold method by jointly consideration of variance and estimated distortion of SDM. However, this method also should check the quadtree depth by depth similar as full search in Fig. 3(b). Some CUs with consistent orientation can be described by the angular mode, but they also have a very large variances. Therefore, it is very difficult to determine the value of threshold in Miok’s method, since variance cannot provide any directional information. Our method can provide the limited quadtree structure of both smooth or complexity regions adaptively according to CPs. As a result, the time saving of the proposed algorithm is 41% while that is only 29% in [22]. Besides, both of two algorithms can provide a reasonable BD performance. But, it is also demonstrated that the BD performance of Dancer and Street are of a little high in the proposed algorithm. The reason for this is that the depth level of scene is so high that the difference of depth values in distant scene is different to be detected by CPs in split of rich texture in these regions.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a fast quadtree decision for depth intra coding by corner point. The proposed algorithm can provide a significant time reduction while maintain the BD performance. The proposed algorithm studies the correlations between intra modes and CPs to speed up the quadtree decision. Considering the spatial discontinuity by CPs, our algorithm can preserve the sharp edges for key scenario or perceptible objects by using smaller CUs. The main contribution of this paper is that the good structure for depth map in computer version is brought into video coding. Actually, this has widespread applications prospect where further research works can be inspired by our algorithm, such as adaptive bit-allocation, region-of-interesting coding, and 3D shape coding for special applications.
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